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Cambridge Cycling Campaign

Co-ordinator’s Comment
Cycling Demonstration Town
status

If you like what you see in this newsletter,
add your voice to those of our 1,000
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year,
discounts at a large number of bike shops,
and you will be supporting our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership.
Please get in touch if you want to hear
more.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club but an
organisation
for
lobbying
and
campaigning for the rights of cyclists, and
for promoting cycling in and around
Cambridge.
Don’t forget our meetings, open to all, are
on the first Tuesday of each month, 7.30
for 8.00 pm at the Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2007–2008
Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Jim Chisholm
Membership Secretary – David Earl
Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Treasurer – Clare Macrae
Events Officer – vacant
Recruitment Officer – vacant
Press Officer – vacant

The award of Cycling Demonstration Town
status for Cambridge, by the government’s
cycling body, Cycling England, is arguably
the best news we’ve had for quite some
time. As well as the promise of new money,
it offers for the first time a much greater
emphasis on quality of provision as a key
condition of the money.
Cambridge
Cycling
Campaign
has
established itself as a key stakeholder in this
process, and it is clear that publications such
as our recent Cycling 2020 vision document
have helped improve further the
professional image of the Campaign. And
several of the proposals we made only six
months ago are being accepted as core
parts of the CDT programme, for instance a
trial of the hybrid cycle lane concept, cycle
parking improvements, a ‘hit squad’ to fix
niggles, and many other areas of innovation
and improvement.
Having recently attended the initial meeting
with the County Council, Cycling England,
and others, we are optimistic about the
prospects for improvements over the
coming three years. It was great to have so
many senior County Council officers and
several key Councillors at the Cycling
Demonstration Town meeting. We look
forward to working productively with these
other groups in order to see that the
agenda for quality that we are all so keen to
see is turned into reality.
David Earl outlines the recent developments
on page 11.

Congestion charge quagmire
The congestion charge proposals are
definitely not dead – nor is the prospect of

Officers without portfolio – Mike Causer,
Mark Irving, Vanessa Kelly, Bev Nicolson,
Simon Nuttall, Paul Robison and James
Woodburn

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN
Telephone: 01223 690718
Fax: 07092 376664
Internet: www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk
This newsletter is printed on recycled
paper by Victoire Press, Bar Hill.
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At long last bike
racks have been
reinstated on St
Andrews Street (and
not the previous silly
curly ones that didn't
support the bikes).
New racks are also
expected on the
wide pavement on
Downing Street
outside John Lewis
near the St Andrews
Street junction.

the £500m of investment that would
accompany such a charge – but they have
certainly suffered a setback, or, if you
prefer, a delay.
The summer has seen a series of twists and
turns, as set out on page 14.
The awarding to Cambridge of Cycling
Demonstration Town status has, to my
mind, given a clearer idea of what kind of
things could be achievable if money on this
scale was available, and the right mindset
employed.
We will be taking an active part in the
proceedings of the proposed new Transport
Commission,
arguing
for
demand
management and investment in cycling.

Charitable status
On page 6 of this issue we announce
proposals for charitable status, to be
considered at the AGM. The proposed set
of changes mark a very exciting
development which signify a greater
maturity in the life of the organisation.
I very much hope that as many members as
possible will attend our Annual General
Meeting (see page 4) to discuss, and
potentially give support to, the Committee’s
recommendations.
Also, please do come to our monthly
meeting in October, where an initial
discussion will take place.
If you have any comments – positive or
negative – on the broad thrust of the
proposal, please do not hesitate to get in
contact so that we can discuss them.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator
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One Thousand Strong
Cormac O’Connell is
Cambridge Cycling
Campaign’s 1,000th member

While the difference between 999 and 1,001 won’t change the Campaign’s
day-to-day activities, 1,000 is something of a magic number. Our size gives
credibility and authority in negotiations with local government, companies
and so on. We believe that Cambridge Cycling Campaign has more members
than any local political party. It says a lot about people’s concern about their
means of transport that so many join a lobbying group when users of other
types of transport are not organised collectively like this.
Starting with about fifty members who joined at a public meeting in 1995, the
Campaign has grown steadily. Of course Cambridge has quite a dynamic
population so we lose people as well. The Cycling Campaign diaspora is
represented around the world. About 8% a year move on or drop out, so we
need to recruit about 80 new members a year now just to stand still. So please
continue to tell your friends, share your newsletters and put up posters! With
more than 25% of journeys to work made by bike in Cambridge, there is still
scope for further growth.
Nor is the need for the Cycling Campaign diminished. With the scale of new
development proposed in and around Cambridge, traffic pressures and
competition for scarce road space are going to get worse. Newcomers are less
likely to already be part of Cambridge’s ‘cycling culture’. Yet locally we don’t
have the space to accommodate 50% more people if they all drive cars and
globally climate change needs individuals to change their travel methods. But
people have to feel that cycling is convenient and safe if they are to take it up.

In early September, Cambridge Cycling Campaign
reached a major milestone by recruiting its one
thousandth member.

In recent years, the internet has become the most fruitful source of new
members. Because our website is regularly updated, has many pages and is
widely linked to, it often comes up on the first page when people look up
anything to do with transport and Cambridge. The ability to join online
immediately means people don’t forget. But hearing about us from friends
and colleagues is a really important way of recruiting – so do keep spreading
the word.
David Earl

Number 1,000 is Cormac O'Connell. He summed
up why he joined like this:
‘I've been in and around the Cambridge area
for the past 12 years or so, but recently moved
into town itself which gave me the perfect
opportunity to change four wheels for two. I
wanted to join the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign to show my support for the highly
proactive members of the cycling community
that do so much in Cambridge to make it
better for the rest of us.
‘Cambridge is a fantastic place for riding a bike,
but there are still areas of improvement. We
are lucky to have a lobbying group to bring this
to the attention of the Council, as individual
voices are often not heard. I ride into work
pretty much every day (I'm not just a fairweather commuter) from across Parker’s Piece
to the West Cambridge site and get to take
advantage of some of the better cycle paths
in town.’

Membership has grown steadily since the Campaign’s inception in 1995
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AGM 2008
www.camcycle.org.uk/events
This year’s AGM will be on Tuesday 4th November 2008, 7.30 pm
for 8 pm (ending by 10 pm), at the Friends’ Meeting House on Jesus
Lane.
As well as the speaker part of the meeting, we will also consider the
question of charitable status for the Campaign – see below.

Our speaker: Rod King
We are delighted to announce that our speaker this year will be Rod
King of 20's Plenty For Us (see www.20splentyforus.org.uk),
campaigning for the implementation of 20 mph as the default
speed limit on residential roads in the UK.
Rod King is 58 and started getting involved with Warrington Cycle
Campaign (possibly best known for its ‘Cycle Facility of the Month’
feature, showcasing the very worst of cycle provision in the UK) in
2001. As a project for Bike Week 2004 he decided to cycle to
Warrington's twin town Hilden, near Dusseldorf, where there were
reports of 23% of in-town trips being made by bike. He wanted to
find out what sort of cycle facilities they had and if they were better
than Warrington's.
To his surprise he found that the cycle facilities were fairly mediocre,
but there was a maximum speed limit of just 30 kph throughout the
town. This was the foundation of their encouragement of cycling.
This slower speed meant that the quality of facilities was far less
important. This really changed the whole way that he looked at
cycle-friendly communities and led to Warrington Cycle Campaign
incorporating 20 mph for residential streets as the basis of their
campaign policy.
Since then Rod has been campaigning both locally and throughout
the country to enable 20 mph residential areas to be created in
Britain. Throughout this he became more and more convinced of
the benefits of approaching 20 mph from a citizen rights rather
than simply a cycling perspective and in 2007 he set up 20's Plenty
For Us as an organisation to provide resources, support and
assistance to those campaigning for lower speeds throughout the
country.

Since then Rod has spoken at many conferences and events. 20's
Plenty For Us has been asked to give evidence to the House of
Commons Transport Select Committee and also to the National
Audit Office on transport matters. The success of 20's Plenty For Us
was recently recognised when the National Council for Voluntary
Organisations asked it to give a presentation at their forthcoming
Political Conference as a campaign that maximises influence with
minimal staffing and funding.
His talk will be followed by an opportunity for questions.

Formal AGM business
The business of the AGM will then follow, including elections to the
Committee.
Any motions for the AGM must reach the Co-ordinator via our
usual contact details by Sunday 5th October 2008. This is earlier
than normal so that any motions or amendments, particularly those
relating to charitable status, can be carefully co-ordinated.
Minutes of the last AGM will be sent round our members’ e-mail list
a week in advance (or you can request a postal copy from us).
We will write to all members to give more information on the AGM
in mid-October. This will include the relevant documentation on
charitable status.

Charitable status
Last year’s AGM gave the Committee a clear steer towards the
employment of a Campaign worker if the relevant formal steps can
be put in place. Over the last year, the Committee has investigated
the question of charitable status in the light of changes in charities
law. It is our view that this is a step worth taking which would have
a series of benefits for the Campaign. It would also mark a new era,
coinciding nicely with our having gained over 1,000 members, both
signifying a new maturity in the life of the organisation.
The main business part of the AGM will thus be a full discussion,
followed by voting, on a motion on whether to incorporate the
Campaign as a charity. The article on page 6 gives more details on
this, and the October monthly meeting will provide an opportunity
for initial debate over the proposals for finalisation at the AGM.

Constitution
Charitable status would also mean replacement of our constitution
with a version largely in line with the model recommended by the
Charities Commission. We feel that this in itself would be a useful
step, as it builds more safeguards into the structure of the Campaign.

Membership rates
The Committee will be proposing to renew the mandate given to it
last year, which authorised a potential increase in membership rates
in order to help fund an expansion of the Campaign over the next
few years. Rates were last increased back in 1999. Last year’s
motion was:

Rod King from the
pressure group 20’s
Plenty For Us will be
the speaker at our
AGM in November
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‘To authorise the Committee to increase membership rates at any
point in the next 12 months to a maximum of double the current
levels (e.g. in the case of an individual, this would be a maximum of
£15) if this would, with other possible funding, enable the hiring of
a Campaign worker.’
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We will simply be seeking renewal of this mandate. We have not
yet managed to progress the hiring of a Campaign worker, but we
have an interim arrangement in place – in the form of our Planning
Researcher (see below) whilst incorporation as a charity takes place
(see page 6), subject of course to member approval. Naturally, there
would also be work in terms of putting the relevant policies and
procedures in place if we were to employ someone.

The posts are:
·

the Co-ordinator ensures that everything is dealt with, and
pushes the general strategic direction of the Campaign;

·

the Liaison Officer represents the Campaign with other
organisations and contacts;

·

the Membership Secretary is responsible for membership
administration;

·

the Newsletter Editor co-ordinates the team of people who edit
and assemble the newsletter;

·

the Treasurer runs the books, and produces budgets. The
Campaign’s yearly turnover is around £7,000, but our main
resource requirement is time!

It is an excellent opportunity to become more involved in the
Campaign, promote cycling, learn about local government, and
thus, we hope, make a real difference to cycling in Cambridge.

·

the Events Officer, co-ordinates the organisation and publicising
of social and campaigning events, including running of the
Campaign's stall;

As usual, all the Committee posts, as listed below, are up for
election – please consider standing!

·

the Recruitment Officer, who co-ordinates and initiates efforts
to increase membership of the Campaign;

However, this year’s elections are slightly complicated by the
question of charitable status, which would alter the make-up of the
Committee. Three additional new positions would be required,
which would be the formal Chair, Treasurer and Secretary of the
charity. If the meeting votes to take charitable status forward, there
will then be a separate election after the other posts. These three
formal charity officer posts would take effect only if the application
to the Charities Commission then succeeded, and the existing posts
would be part of the Board of Trustees (with consequential
responsibilities) with the same named positions.

·

the Press Officer identifies and co-ordinates opportunities to
represent the Campaign in the media. We are contacted about
once or twice each month for interviews of various kinds or by
media personnel requesting quotes;

·

last but not least, there are five Officers Without Portfolio who
are also invaluable to the general campaigning work being done.

Elections
The AGM is the time at which a new Committee is elected. The
Committee represents the ‘front line’ of the Campaign. Its
members assist with consultation responses, attend meetings, and
administer aspects of the Campaign, all depending on their time
available, on your behalf.

(These elections would be followed by the posts for the Charity
Officers, as noted above.)
Please come to the October monthly meeting to discuss the
question of charitable status if you can.
Martin Lucas-Smith

Welcoming our new Planning Researcher
We are pleased to announce that, thanks to
the generosity of a donor who wishes to be
anonymous, we have been able to hire the
services of a planning researcher, one day a
week, to help us deal with the great volume
of large planning applications that have
consequences for cycling.
We welcome Rohan Wilson to the
Campaign. Rohan is employed for the rest
of the week by Sustrans as their Area
Manager for Cambridgeshire. Members had
the opportunity to meet Rohan at the
August monthly meeting.
As our Planning Researcher, he will be
extracting information from planning
applications that is most relevant to us, and
helping the Committee in getting letters
and related documents written so that we
can influence these developments at an
early stage. The principal focus is on the
large new housing developments (still!)
proposed around Cambridge.

Although Sustrans sometimes has a
different focus from our own, we have
briefed Rohan on the various aspects of
most concern to the Campaign, and he is
very familiar with the principles we set out
in our new paper, Cycling in New
Developments. However, the link with
Sustrans means that we hopefully can
benefit from a reduction in duplication of
effort, as both bodies need to study and
respond to these applications.
Despite taking on a Planning Researcher,
there is only so much that can be done in
the time available. So help from members
around the city is still very much needed to
alert us to potentially problematic planning
applications and to study those coming
through the system, and – of course –
campaign on those which could cause
problems in some way for cyclists.
Welcome, Rohan!
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator
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Should we now become a charity?
As a result of changes in the law governing which organisations can
become charities, the Campaign is now in a position to apply for
charitable status. This is exciting news, as it could bring many
benefits for our work to improve cycling in the Cambridge area, as
we outline below.
At our AGM this year the Committee will therefore be asking
members to consider, and vote on, a proposal to apply for
charitable status.

The many benefits of cycling will be so familiar to members of the
Campaign that they barely need mentioning. Health,
environmental, accessibility, economic and personal efficiency, and
personal independence are amongst them.

What benefits would charitable status have?
In the view of the Committee, the benefits would primarily be:
·

To enhance our reputation as the leading cycling advocacy
organisation in the area, and to improve our ability to argue for
better cycling conditions;

·

To emphasise that our focus is the public benefit and not a
narrow sectional interest;

·

To enable us to claim Gift Aid on donations;

·

To improve our ability to obtain grants or matched funding;

·

To improve the likelihood of being able to run a Direct Debit
facility;

·

To clarify our responsibility in the event of someone suing the
Campaign;

·

To enhance our systems of governance through the external
regulation that being a charity would bring;

·

To provide members with further reassurance of the security of
their membership subscriptions and personal details.

·

To make it potentially more straightforward to consider
recruiting someone as a consultant or an employee.

Background
At last year’s AGM, it was reported that money was likely to be
available from a funding source to pay a Campaign worker for three
years. A paid worker would ease the workload of the Committee
and Subgroups by assisting with much of the basic legwork that
comes with the range of issues we face. However, the Committee
took the clear view that hiring someone would be an unacceptable
burden on volunteer Committee members, and an unacceptable
risk to the Campaign as a whole, whilst we remain as an
unincorporated body.
This has led the Committee over the past year to consider in more
depth the question of incorporation of the Campaign as a charity
or company, as we have long been aware of other potential
benefits. The exploratory work we have done suggests that the
more appropriate route of these two is as a charity, but that a
company could be an option in future.
Charitable status is now more likely to be practicable following the
changes to charity law over the last few years which now allow
charities to ‘campaign’ amongst a range of other activities. Our
nearest equivalent body, London Cycling Campaign, has already
converted to charitable status.
We have also met and taken advice from Cambridge Council for
Voluntary Services (CCVS), of which the Campaign has long been a
subscribing organisation. Initial enquiries on our behalf by CCVS
suggest we are eligible for charitable status, though obviously the
final decision on any such application, if members decide we should
proceed with this, will rest with the Charity Commission.
Paul Robison and Shirley Fieldhouse have provided useful help and
research into this, and I would like to thank them for their time.

What outreach and cycling promotional work do
we do?
Taking as a lead our slogan of ‘better, safer and more cycling’:

·

Cycling 2020, New Developments - for developers and decisionmakers to help them improve the design of cycling infrastructure

·

Commenting on planning applications

Are our aims charitable?
Yes, in our view, absolutely. Our aims for the promotion of cycling
are quite clearly for the public benefit. Our existing constitution,
adopted in 1995 at the formation of the Campaign, defines our
aims as:
·

to encourage bicycle usage in Cambridge and its environs by
making it a safer, more convenient and generally more attractive
proposition than it currently is.

·

to promote cycling as a solution to local transport problems,
road traffic casualties and urban air pollution. Cycling is
beneficial to the public health and applicable to all social classes
and age groups, notwithstanding the hazards and disincentives
imposed by national and local policies.

·

to increase the influence that cyclists have on local transport
policy and planning

·

to address the wider issues of transport planning and motoring
culture as they affect the condition of cycling
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Our forthcoming
cycle parking guide
is an attempt to
encourage
widespread new
cycle parking and
inform people
about the best way
to achieve this.
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·

Our Newsletter, not only for members but read around the
world online and distributed to local authorities, to schools and
doctors’ surgeries and to a wide range of transport organisations

·

Providing advice and resources (where possible) to enquirers and
via the website

·

Creation of all kinds of information resources

What changes will we have to make?

Our City Centre Cycling Map is widely distributed to help
foster responsible and legal cycling.
·

Commenting on transport schemes

·

Advocacy of changes which would improve the cycling
environment and levels of investment in cycling

·

Cycle parking guide, to encourage developers to include optimal
cycle parking

·

Liaison/lobbying and networking with councillors, local
authority cycling officers and other stakeholders to improve the
quality of their decisions on cycling issues

·

Study tours (most recently to Assen in the Netherlands)

·

Photomap (as it is often used to highlight problems with the
cycling infrastructure)

·

Commenting/campaigning on national developments (e.g. our
work to improve the wording of the Highway Code)

·

Our general consultative role

·

Work to promote responsible cycling, e.g. cycle lighting poster,
city centre cycling map

·

Scrutinising schemes for possible problems

·

Promotion of cycle safety

·

Work and liaison with police

·

Annual ride to Reach Fair, which attracts people of all ages and
cycling abilities

·

Bike Week (currently in abeyance!)

·

Online journey planner facility (which has also attracted keen
national interest)

·

Work on the development of Adult Cycle training which has
now become part of the County Council's work.

·

Cambridge cycle map, which we originally created

·

Promotion of cycle security

·

Open monthly meetings which provide a forum for discussion,
information relay, and lively debate

·

Discussion lists and Subgroups

Obviously, charitable status quite rightly would bring in external
regulation into what have previously been purely our own affairs.
Our operations would become more formalised and rule-governed.
Primarily this would be in the areas of accounting, governance and
reporting. However, we see more formal openness as a benefit,
despite the increased responsibility it would place on the elected
Trustees.
So it would mean that Committee members would have more
clearly defined formal responsibilities than at present.
We would need to change our constitution. We propose to base
this on the model constitution provided by the Charity Commission.
More information on this is given below.
Probably the key change would be the removal of formal powers
from the Monthly Meeting, because it is ultimately Trustees who
have responsibility in law for the activities of a Charity. However,
these powers have rarely been used, as the Monthly Meeting has
always acted as a consultative and informative event. In fact, its
current vagueness could be said to be a potential source of a lack
of accountability. This is a theme which the October monthly
meeting and AGM will discuss in more depth.
The other key change is that Subgroups would, formally speaking,
become advisory, as decisions must be exercised through a Trustee.
However, this is already de facto our practice, as all Subgroups have
Committee members on them and they are the ones who sign
letters.
It is not thought that we would need to change our campaigning
tactics. We are not a partisan body and have never been associated
with or promoted any political party, although obviously our work
involves contact with Councillors, as they make the local decisions
highly relevant for our aims.

We have held
events to
promote cycle
security. Here,
a small
electronic tag
identifies the
bike.
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Constitution

Where do we go from here?

As noted above, we propose to use the model constitution provided
by the Charity Commission as the basis for our new constitution.
This appears to be a very well-worded and well-thought-through
document.

The Committee have been working to draw up a formal set of
proposals, following the steer given at the April monthly meeting.
These should be on the website by the time you read this.

Replacement of the constitution towards this model would also
resolve concerns that some Committee members have had about
the current document.

The October monthly meeting will give members an opportunity to
discuss the proposals in a less formal setting than the AGM. This will
also be an opportunity for the Committee to resolve issues which
arise.

The new constitution would incorporate the changes to working
practices noted above.

We also invite members with concerns or suggestions after reading
this article to contact us.

The formal governing documents will not contain details about
custom and practice of how we run the Campaign except where
these affect accountability and responsibility. Such details are
appropriate instead for supplementary documents.

We will include the formal proposals in our letter to all members
notifying them of the AGM. This will go out by mid-October.

Board of Trustees
Cambridge Cycling Campaign as a charity would be governed by a
Board of Trustees. This would have the same make-up of posts as
the current Committee but would include a Chair, Treasurer and
Secretary. These are posts required of every charity. Details of these
posts will be in the letter to members with the AGM documents.
Trustees have and must accept ultimate responsibility for directing
the affairs of a charity, and ensuring that it is solvent, well-run, and
delivering the charitable outcomes for the benefit of the public for
which it has been set up. They have a duty to ensure compliance
with the requirements of charity law and of the Charity
Commission. They also have a duty of prudence and a duty of care.
Guidance notes are on the Charities Commission website
(www.charity-commission.gov.uk/registration/mgds.asp), and we
will do our best in the run-up to the AGM to ensure that those
standing for election are aware of the relevant responsibilities.

At the AGM, these proposals will be discussed and voted on.
Specifically, this will include a motion on the principle of becoming
a charity, followed by a motion on the constitutional changes that
would be required, and election of Officers (a Board of Trustees).
Details of the AGM are on page 4.
If approved by members, we will then apply for charitable status to
the Charity Commission in line with the documents that would be
approved at the AGM. We would then await their decision. There
is of course always the possibility that they could refuse our
application, or require amendments, in which case members would
need to take more decisions at an EGM or AGM.

Your views
The Committee hopes that members will enthusiastically embrace
the proposals that we are putting forward, as a new phase in the
effectiveness of our organisation and thus the prospects for better,
safer and more cycling in and around Cambridge.
The Committee is anxious to seek views from members on these
proposals. If you have any questions or comments, please do get in
touch via our usual contact details, and please do come to the
October monthly meeting and, in particular, to the AGM if you can.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator

Regional College site planning application
withdrawn
Developers threatening to route all new residents’ traffic through
the Abbey riverside area have withdrawn their planning application
for the old Regional College site on Newmarket Road, by the
Elizabeth Way roundabout. We reported on this proposed
development in Newsletter 77. It is likely it will come back in some
form – at present we do not know why the plan was withdrawn.
As well as the traffic issues – which formed a large part of our
planning objection and which were thoroughly criticised in a well
researched presentation to the City Council’s development forum –
closer inspection revealed that the facilities for cyclists on site were
not as comprehensive as the developers were suggesting. Parts of
the site were simply inaccessible by bike – for example, getting to
bike racks involved going through building lobbies, and no sensible
cycle routes were provided from the main part of the site onto
Midsummer Common or Walnut Tree Avenue.
The property crisis is likely to put many schemes on hold and the
massive developments due around the city may arrive somewhat
later than envisaged. It could be that this development turns out to
be a casualty of the downturn in the economy.
David Earl
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Map base from OpenStreetMap licensed CCbtySA2.0

The Regional College site for which the planning application
has been withdrawn, at least for now, together with the
route that the developers and the County Council wanted
all the new residents to take to get to it.
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CycleStreets: national online cycle
journey planner and photomap
www.CycleStreets.net

The Cycling Campaign's online Journey Planner and Photomap has
now been running for over two years and in that time has been
used to generate almost 40,000 cycle journeys around Cambridge
and a few other places. During this time we have received a lot of
grateful feedback from users who have used the system to find
quiet routes across the city for themselves or their children, or to
simply check their own commuter routes to see if they can find
anything better. Some people have even joined the Campaign
because of the journey planner.

For those unfamiliar with the system,
the Journey Planner does what it
says on the tin (plan a journey from A
to B and get a route plan back)
For those unfamiliar with the system, the Journey Planner does
what it says on the tin (plan a journey from A to B and get a route
plan back). The Photomap lets members of the public add cyclingrelated photographs, to demonstrate good or bad practice, or for
instance to show where cycle parking is needed.
We have received a lot of enquiries from other groups wanting a
system for their area or local cycling campaigns, since we presented
the original system at the CCN/CTC national conference of cycling
groups back in November 2006.
So we are pleased to announce the release of
www.CycleStreets.net, a national version of the journey planner
which we hope will grow to be as good at generating cycle routes
in other cities as it currently is for Cambridge.
Also, other groups around the UK can now go to the CycleStreets
website and set up a customised version for their own area. Local
Authorities are also welcome to do so, but will incur a charge which

will help fund ongoing development and the cost of running the
scheme. Please contact us via the CycleStreets website if you are
interested.
Competition from other online cycle planning systems around the
world is now hotting up, with a few other systems each of which is
focussed on a specific area. Simon’s recent article in the CTC's
‘Cycle’ magazine outlines these recent developments.
We are grateful to our hosting company, Mythic Beasts
(www.mythic-beasts.com), who have kindly provided us with a free
development server, and to colleagues in Edinburgh who have
sourced grant funding for the most recent development work.
This is a project now being taken forward separately from
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, although the Campaign will
obviously continue to benefit from it in various ways. We welcome
help and assistance with its development, as we turn it into an
‘open source’ project. People are needed to help with coding,
design, and the running of a company. Do contact us via the
website if you can help in any way.
Feedback, via the link on www.CycleStreets.net, is very welcome!
Martin Lucas-Smith and Simon Nuttall, Developers of CycleStreets

Photomap this month:
editor’s pick
This month’s pick from the photomap system on our website.
For more cycling-related photos of Cambridge, or to add your
own, visit www.camcycle.org.uk/map.
www.camcycle.org.uk/map/location/12550/
Cycle roots: this is supposed to be a cycle path, alongside Perne
Road. Spot the bicycle symbol!

The all-new journey planner expands to its
own web site and is to launch nationally.
9
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Cambridge Cycle Parking Guide
www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/guide/
We are pleased to announce our latest major
publication, the Cambridge Cycle Parking
Guide. This follows hot on the heels of Cycling
2020 and Cycling in New Developments.
The Cambridge Cycle Parking Guide is a
practical and Cambridge-specific guide that will
give all those designing cycle parking clear and
simple guidance on how to do it well. .
High-quality cycle parking enables cyclists to
park their bikes securely and must be
conveniently located for the cyclists'
destinations. Cycle stands need to be suitable
for different sorts of bikes, positioned with
sufficient space to enable cycles to be parked
easily, without risk of injury to cyclist, cycle or
other cycles. Generally, for security cyclists will
wish to lock their cycle to the stand, unless the
cycle is put in a lockable locker. Facilities should
be easy to find, signposted, well-constructed
and well-maintained.
The guide is a simple 12-page guide suitable for
developers and existing site owners about how to provide good
quality secure cycle parking, to encourage them to do so where
there is no existing suitable cycle parking or to encourage them to
upgrade inadequate and insecure cycle parking.
It starts from the key issue of why cycle parking is so necessary, and
continues by discussing who to contact to get it installed and how
much it costs. All the necessary information is provided in a single,
concise booklet. It contains all the key information so that those
considering installing cycle parking will not need to do further
research themselves.
The guide should be on our website by the time you read this, and
printed copies will be available on request. We will be circulating
copies to organisations around Cambridge. We need your help for
suggestions of recipients to add to the list we have been drawing
up, so that we can send copies to them with a covering letter.
The guide has been written by our consultant, Alasdair Massie, and
the design and original photography is by Geoff Muller of 2up Ltd.
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We thank them both for their work, and thank the Panel of
Committee members who have managed the project.
This guide has been produced with grant assistance from
Cambridge City Council under its ‘Safer City Grant’ Scheme. We are
most grateful to them for their support, without which this project
would not have been possible.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Demonstration Town starts to get real
We reported last time on Cambridge’s successful application to
become one of the eleven Cycling Demonstration Towns to be
allocated Government funding from Cycling England. Things are
moving rapidly to put some of the £3.6 million to work in
combination with the same amount again already earmarked from
local funding.

the city. So one of the key aims is to try to keep cycling levels up
and to stop them being ‘diluted’ by people new to the area.
So a large part of the proposed programme consists of what might
be called ‘soft’ measures. These are things like training, person-toperson approaches, marketing and promotion, and signage. We’ve
been asking for some time for marketing of cycling to be taken as
seriously as it is for Park & Ride for example, so it is pleasing to see
that this is included.

Quality and innovation
Secondly, there will be a number of high-quality routes built. These
will be both within the City and connecting to necklace villages. The
amount of money, though large, is not that large, so the project will
only be able to fund a few.
All parties accept that there is a need to raise the currently rather
low standards of construction. Quality perhaps boils down to a
small number of key factors: width, smoothness of surface
(including dips from driveways), directness (no wiggles), lack of
interruptions (giving way at side roads, for example) and lack of
obstructions such as chicanes. So often in the past, minimum
widths have been treated as maxima to aspire to and motorists
have, as a matter of course, been given priority. In demonstration
projects, land is likely to be purchased – something that has hardly
ever been considered before – and possibly road space reallocated
to achieve a much wider facility.
In town, some kind of ‘hybrid’ facility will be built to deal with the
interruptions problem. This will offer an ‘off-road’ feel for those
who need that security but should also satisfy those who wouldn’t
normally use an off-road facility. And it definitely won’t be shared
with pedestrians! We’ve covered this in some detail before – see
Newsletter 74 for more background. We think that Gilbert Road is
the ideal candidate for demonstrating this and have been saying
this to the County Council; but where it actually gets built is still an
open question.

John Grimshaw, former head of Sustrans and now with
Cycling England, acknowledges Cambridge’s successful
Demonstration Town bid with a plaque presented to
County Councillor Matt Bradney (right) while Patrick Joyce
looks on.
Apart from the big bridge projects, we have rarely seen funding on
this scale specifically for cycling. If it was ‘only’ money, though, we
might not be so optimistic. Cynics might argue – indeed have
argued on our mailing lists – that more money might lead only to
even more rubbish being built. But it is more than money: we are
optimistic about the project because it offers the possibility of a
step-change in how cyclists are provided for in the Cambridge area.

Active promotion
Firstly, the project isn’t just about infrastructure. The Cambridge
area is facing growth equivalent to maybe doubling the city’s
population in the next ten years. This poses all sorts of problems. If
most of the newcomers drive, Cambridge will grid lock. Newcomers
are less likely to be cyclists, less likely to have the ‘cycling culture’ of

Councillors, representatives
of Cycling England and
other interest groups
accompany senior County
Council officers for a
whole day on bikes in and
around the City looking at
proposals.
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Steve Garidis from Cycling England and Patrick Joyce,
Cambridgeshire County Council’s Cycling officer,
considering the Guided Busway at Histon, which will
provide more than 20km of new cycle route alongside.
space acquired from the fourth lane and the old central reservation
being used for hybrid lanes on each side.

Gilbert Road is our preferred location for
a hybrid scheme trial.
We have also asked for various experiments at traffic lights to give
exceptions for cyclists, better visibility of the lights and a fairer share
of time especially at busy crossings. Some of this will depend of the
co-operation of the Department for Transport, which maintains a
stubborn and extremely tight control over what signs are allowed.

Compromise has too often been a characteristic of schemes in the
past. It isn’t going to go away with these proposals, but we hope
the larger amounts of money, the political will, the demonstrative
purpose of the project, and the prestige factor will all reduce the
compromises that need to be made. We can’t force Network Rail to
rebuild the bridge on The Tins path, for example, but we can
probably achieve a wide route leading up to both sides of it to the
same kind of standard as past the nearby leisure centre. Cyclists
aren’t the only people involved, of course. Everything will need to
involve public consultation. Some compromise may be forced on
the Council because many people don’t like change, people who
don’t cycle don’t like giving up any car parking space (a political hot
potato as well) or road space.

There is a serious possibility that before Hills Road bridge reopens
next year, some of the space may be reclaimed for cycling under the
badge of this project: perhaps with only three traffic lanes, with the

Can the Department for
Transport be persuaded
to allow a cyclists-only
left filter light,
commonplace in
Germany?

We are optimistic about the project
because it offers the possibility of a
step-change in how cyclists are
provided for in the Cambridge area.
Those bridges will have to be crossed. Our aspiration is to see in
Cambridge construction to the standards expected by the Dutch.
We think that those delivering the project within the County
Council also want to achieve this if they can.

Fixing small problems
Thirdly, there will be money to put small things right. A team should
be available to fix niggles. Though it initially appeared that the
scope of this team might be rather limited, we are hopeful that
other teams can be brought in to deal with things like undergrowth
clearance, red and white painting and fixing unintended timing
delays on signalled crossings.
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Cycle parking is also included in the programme. We’re going to be
recruiting you to help with this. We want to identify locations in
suburbs and villages where there is currently no or substandard or
inadequate bike parking. For example, there are a few bike racks in
Fulbourn by the shops, but they are all of the wheel-bender variety
– even the brand new ones at the village’s new community centre.

Involvement
Fourth, as partners in the project, we are hopeful that we can look
at details – and the devil is in the detail – before things are as far
advanced as they often are now before we see them. Many of the
ideas we were developing for Cycling 2020, which you should all
have received, were incorporated in the original bid. Things like
promotion, which we have long advocated, have a good chance of
becoming reality.
One scheme we can’t achieve as part of the project is the Chisholm
Trail, the north-south route alongside the railway linking homes,
schools, employment areas and hospital that we have been
promoting for years. Among other things it would probably cost as
much as the whole budget, not least because it involves a bridge.
However, we are hopeful that the first step for this can be
undertaken – a feasibility study to show what would be needed.
Funding would probably then have to be handled as a one-off, like
the guided bus (though not nearly so expensive!).
As I write, we are taking part in a series of meetings with Cycling
England and the County Council to consider the specific

Growing Cambridge’s ‘Cycling culture’
programme of work that will implement the rather more general
bid proposal and this will be fleshed out more in the next few weeks.
What won’t happen as a result of this bid is a new A14 bridge along
the Histon Road corridor (though there will probably be
improvements on the roundabout along with improvements
through Histon out to Cottenham if this is one of the selected
schemes). A bridge is way outside the budget. This really should be
funded as part of the A14 rebuild, but the Highways Agency will
almost certainly save small amounts now only for someone to have
to pay a much higher bill to solve the problem later. Blanket 20 mph
speed limits are unlikely now, though the subject came up in the
discussions. Really major road space reallocation will have to wait
for whether the big TIF project (congestion-charge-related project)
proceeds.

‘Soft’ measures like training, personto-person approaches, marketing and
promotion, and signage will form
part of the programme.
We have recently been approached by lots of people in many of the
villages around Cambridge about improving routes into the city,
some of whom had heard about the Demonstration Town project.
Some will be disappointed, as only a few demonstration schemes
can be built.
However, we really hope that one result of the project will be raised
aspirations for future schemes – raising the bar for the future. That
would, perhaps, be the most positive outcome of the project overall.

A tale of two cycle routes: The Tins (see cover) is a likely
candidate for major improvement between Cherry Hinton
and Mill Road to the same kind of high standard as this
section past the sports centre

We will let you know about some of the specific proposals and
locations as they become firmer over the next few months. We are
enthusiastic about the prospects for this project. So far at least it is
really good news.
David Earl
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Congestion charge proposals still on the table
There have been a series of twists and turns
on the issue of a congestion charge for
Cambridge and the proposed £500m upfront investment that would come with it.
Collectively, these proposals are known as
the TIF bid, standing for Transport
Innovation Fund, a specific pot of
government money set up to entice local
councils to try out local congestioncharging schemes.

Public consultation results:
support if conditions in place
At the start of May, the results of the public
consultation on the extensive TIF proposals
were published. We reported on this in
Newsletter 78, but in summary the results
showed that a majority of the public would
accept congestion charging if all revenues
were spent on transport, if it was a
morning-only charge, and if ‘attractive
alternatives’ were in place in advance. In
fact, all three of these were already
proposed by the County.

Aftermath
Despite this actual level of support, the
Cambridge Evening News and the business
lobby have tried to spin this as a public
rejection of the scheme, with the
Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce
threatening to start a campaign ‘People
Against Congestion Charge Alliance’, or
PACCA for short.

Figure 30: Extent to
which respondents
support or oppose
congestion charging in
Cambridge
(In-home survey)
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At the same time, recognising that there
was considerable misunderstanding of the
£500m of benefits (which the media have
almost completely failed to cover), we
launched
a
website
www.UnclogCambridge.com and gained
some media coverage from this. This
remains online and tries to explain these
benefits – in clearer terms than the County
Council seem to have managed so far.
Whilst we recognise there are still dangers
within the proposals for cycling, in general
the view established through three monthly
meetings and by the Committee has been
to welcome the proposals but with caveats,
with these being matters that could be
addressed in the later stages of consultation.
At the end of June, the new Leader of
Cambridgeshire
County
Council,
Conservative Councillor Jill Tuck, taking her
first major public decision, pulled the plug
on the TIF bid as it stood, and gave into the
business lobby and hostile media.

Transport Commission
She announced that a new Transport
Commission would be set up, containing a
hand-picked selection of stakeholders, but
excluding ourselves, despite our continued
presence in media coverage on this issue.
This announcement was not subject to any
public consultation or any public meeting of
Councillors. She stated:

“We have listened carefully over the
last few months and it is clear that
the Transport Innovation Fund
scheme we put forward for
consultation last autumn does not
have sufficient support either from
other key organisations or the public
and needs, at the very least,
refinement.”
“The
Government's
Transport
Innovation Fund (TIF), does give us a
unique opportunity to attract
substantial Government funding for
transport improvements and we will
continue to work with them in the
hope of securing that. The £500
million we have requested is way in
excess of anything we could ever
raise locally but such a huge cash
injection does have to be
accompanied by a congestioncharging scheme. It will be for the
Commission to recommend what is
best for Cambridge but any scheme
must have support from key public
and private organisations and also
the public.”
Letters were sent out to the bodies
concerned, which included Addenbrooke’s,
business lobby members, and others.
The City Council and others (ourselves
included) complained vigorously about the
make up of this Transport Commission and
its undemocratic nature. City Council

News
members wanted any such body to be
Councillor-led instead.
Councillor Nimmo-Smith, Lib Dem Leader of
the City Council and the Executive
Councillor for Climate Change and Growth,
then sent a strong letter objecting to the
proposed commission and spelling out
possible implications for future cooperation between the City and County
Councils. Key paragraphs were:
“The growth agenda for the city is
intensely ambitious and public
confidence in the ability of the
County
Council
to
provide
integrated transport solutions for
the growth agenda is low. Removing
influence from the County Council
as their elected representatives to a
group of organisations, each of
whom has a primary duty to their
own trustees or shareholders, will
further
undermine
public
confidence. […] We are at a loss to
see how the Commission fits with
the recently agreed S29 joint planmaking
committee
and
the
associated Joint Transport Forum.”
“I need hardly spell out the possible
implications of the City Council
abandoning its commitment to the
S29 committee; Horizons have
already received growth funding
amounting to £1.4m a year which
was contingent upon the three
authorities signing up to the S29
concept, as was the ‘rolling fund’
authorisation which enabled upfront capital of several million for
growth infrastructure.”

U-turn
On 9th September, the County Council’s
Cabinet made a clear U-turn and radically
changed the nature of the proposed
Transport
Commission.
Conservative
County Councillor Mac Maguire said that
they had been ‘a bit hasty’ in choosing a list
of members and sending out letters.
So, instead, this Commission will now be a
‘process’ without any members. It will have
a totally independent Panel consisting of
three ‘eminent people’ without connections
to existing stakeholders in the area.
Recruitment of these people would begin
immediately.
Leader of Cambridgeshire County Council,
Councillor Jill Tuck stated:
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“The Commission will need to gain a
thorough understanding of the key
transport issues we face and
consider whether the proposals put
forward last year are appropriate.
We are not tying their hands to a
congestion-charging scheme but
they will need to recognise that
without this, there is no chance of
massive Government investment in
public transport improvements.”
The remit of the Panel is basically to
examine the options for a demandmanagement scheme and judge how sound
the County's proposals were, as well as to
review the public consultation results. The
panel will invite contributions from anyone
and everyone who wants to make
submissions. They would then re-invite
those from whom they have heard to
provide more detail. It will then produce a
report in time for Cabinet to make some
kind of decision in autumn 2009, which
gives enough time for a formal bid in the
government's TIF timescale … and, of
course,
any
potential
change
of
government.
In a debate at the Joint Transport Forum on
the previous day, Sebastian Kindersley (Lib
Dem, Leader of South Cambs Council) said,
in reference to the previous list of invitees,
that “Cambridge Cycling Campaign is an
amazing omission”. He and others were
much happier with the new proposals,
which seem to have secured cross-party
political support.

The Panel
In our view the Panel process sets things
back in a somewhat unfortunate manner,
and may mean that key transport issues are
investigated by people who are not experts
in that field. Nonetheless, it does provide a
way forward in a clearly difficult political
situation.
Councillors were asked at the same Forum
meeting whether there were specific things
they thought the Panel should seek to
investigate.
Councillor Sian Reid felt that Saturdays
(which had been excluded from the
congestion charge proposals) needed to be
looked at. She also wanted greater clarity
on whether the various options set out in a
paper detailing alternatives to a congestion
charge against a background of high
housing growth could actually deliver this
growth. Officers were quite clear that the
‘do nothing’ situation (or “leave it to the
market”, apparently favoured by 5% of
respondents to the public consultation)
would not.

There was a general view that some of the
assessment needs to be updated in the light
of one-third higher petrol prices.
Councillors wanted a more holistic
assessment of the transport problems of
“Southern Cambridgeshire” rather than
just Cambridge itself, and felt that this was
a deficiency with the TIF bid as it stood.
Councillor Tim Ward and others were clear
in their view that the other main alternative
to a congestion charge, a Workplace
Parking Levy, was not a good option, partly
because it would reduce S106 contributions
and therefore reduce the increased overall
revenue to the Local Authority for transport
improvements.
Councillor Lewis Herbert repeated his
somewhat misleading quote that a
congestion charge would result in ‘Cameras
on roughly every street in Cambridge’.
However, he stated that a ‘two-cordon
option is arguably worth assessing’ whilst
reiterating his general view against
congestion charging.
Paul Cook, a senior officer at the County
Council, clarified that some 50% of traffic
in Cambridge originated in Cambridge,
partly in order to counter the continued
claims by some that the problem is
predominantly due to rural people driving
into Cambridge.

Where now?
We will contribute to the Transport
Commission a range of well-argued points
in favour of the general principle of a
congestion charge if it is coupled with
up-front expenditure on transport, with a
significant proportion of this to be spent on
cycling as a key way to reduce congestion
through modal shift.
So it is clear that the proposals have not
been shelved and that Councillors are still
very much aware that some kind of radical
demand management scheme is the only
way that Cambridge has a hope of easing
its traffic problems and of obtaining a very
large sum of money for investment in
improved transport arrangements.
We feel it would be a short-sighted set of
Councillors who turn down such an
opportunity, and we hope that the new
Transport Commission process, and input
from ourselves and others, will give them
the backup they need in the face of a
business lobby seemingly determined to
turn down such investment, despite the
waste of resources (not to mention other
problems) that people sitting waiting in
traffic currently represents.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Riding the World’s Most Dangerous Road
(no, not Milton Road!)

This summer I visited South America with a
friend, my first time on a plane in seven
years, and leaving co-ordination of the
Campaign for six weeks in the hands of the
rest of the Committee! Bolivia was amongst

the interesting countries I visited, and there
I went on a mountain bike ride down ‘The
World’s Most Dangerous Road’ (WMDR), a
title which is well-deserved.
The road is basically a 64 km downhill dirt
track, about four metres wide, running
round the edge of mountains with a fairly
steep drop of 600 m+ in most places,
making a rope useless if you fall.
The road runs from near La Paz – an
extremely characterful city in Bolivia, to
Coroico. It starts from La Cumbre, some
4,700 metres above sea level, ending at
3,600 m at a beautiful animal sanctuary
with hot showers and local beer, both much
appreciated. Oh, and a free ‘survivors’ tshirt.
Until recently, the road was the only trade
route through this part of the Andes, which
at its worst killed over 350 people in a year,
with one vehicle every fortnight going over
the edge. Having ridden down it, it is easy
to see why. There is little room for
overtaking (3.2 m wide at one point), the
edges are steep, and there are constant
bends. There are crosses at several points
along the route, a stark reminder of its
hostility.
Gravity Assisted Mountain Biking, the
leading company in the area, was
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established in 1998 and practically invented
the use of the route for mountain biking. It
remains the best-respected company
offering the ride down the route, and I can
see why. The bikes we used were wellmaintained, full-suspension mountain bikes
with high-quality brakes – the most
important component, I soon learnt! The
bikes are maintained to western standards
by local Bolivians, and indeed when my gear
cable snapped, it was repaired instantly and
I was straight on my way again.
Gravity have seen only a single death in 10
years and 36,000 people on their watch
which, given the terrain, is pretty
remarkable. All the other operators
combined have had fewer people travelling
but very many more deaths.
A new (and very expensive but still slow)
road has recently opened, leaving the
original WMDR almost exclusively used by
mountain bikers and the support vehicles
that follow them. During our day there, no
other vehicles passed us, other than a
motorbike that had to go slower than the
mountain bikes at several points because of
the danger of accelerating off the edge.
I am not an expert in mountain bike riding
– as to me a bike is basically something to
get me from A to B and little more. I also
know very little about the mechanics or

Feature/News

parts of bikes. But our group (one of four
that day) received excellent instruction from
Alastair (who owns the company) before
and during the ride. And this equipped us
with what I found to be non-obvious points
that meant our riding down was much more
controlled and safer than it would otherwise
have been.
By far the biggest problem was the pain
from keeping fingers slightly on the brakes
for such a long period of time! And it was
sad to have to concentrate on the road and
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not on the breathtaking scenery all around
us.
The ride down took most of the afternoon,
and we had to stop at several points for
instruction given the different terrain as we
went. At one point the temperature
changed from needing layers of clothing to
sweating within only a few minutes. A key
problem was often having to dodge large
sets of dusty stones that threatened to
disrupt the angle of the bike while going
down at speed.

In the end, it wasn’t as scary as I expected,
though I dare say it would have been so had
I been less cautious, or gone with a group
not run to the highly professional standards
that I experienced. If you should happen to
be in Peru or Bolivia, I recommend this ride
and Gravity Assisted Mountain Biking rather
than one of the other cheaper operators
keen to cash in on the act.
Martin Lucas-Smith

How’s your shiny new office?
Has your company moved in the last two years – or does it have a
lovely new extension?
If so the Travel for Work Partnership (TfW) wants to hear from you.
Why? Well, it is most likely that the planning permission for the new
building will have required a workplace travel plan to be developed
to encourage more cycling, car sharing, bus use etc., to the site.
TfW (of which the Cycling Campaign is a Steering Group member)
is looking for suitable work sites with travel plan requirements.
These will be considered for a project that will see TfW assisting
employers to develop their travel plans. The project will then
attempt to encourage neighbouring employers to join in as part of
a wider travel plan network.
TfW has EU funding to support this project, which could be of great
assistance to your employer, to your colleagues and to the aim of
increasing cycling to work generally.
If you think your work site would be eligible please contact Mark
Webb at Travel for Work on 01223 712429 or email
info@tfw.org.uk. All contacts by 31st October will have the
possibility of winning one of three CamShare.co.uk Parker Pens!

Cambridge Water Company is an example of a company
that has relatively recently moved into new offices and as
an employer is a Travel to Work scheme full member

Mark Webb
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CamShare is after your expert knowledge!
Big Bike BUDi Prize Draw 2008

CamShare is looking for Bike BUDies! The online car journeymatching service from the Travel for Work Partnership and
Cambridgeshire County Council is now matching up cyclists to
share a journey too.
Many Cycling Campaign members are very experienced, and have
expert knowledge of routes. CamShare needs to recruit from this
pool of people a number who are willing to share a cycle journey
with another person, giving them the confidence to try cycling and
find a route with someone who knows the way.

CamShare needs to recruit a number
of people who are willing to share a
cycle journey with another person,
giving them the confidence to try
cycling and find a route with
someone who knows the way.
If you are willing to help new cyclists to find their way, then register
now as a Bike BUDi on www.camshare.co.uk/. Register too if you
are new to cycling and you may find your perfect journey match.
If you register before 1 November 2008 you’re eligible for a free
cycle health check and will be entered into a free draw with the
possibility of winning a super prize. Cambridgeshire County Council
and the Travel for Work Partnership are very pleased to announce
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that eight prizes have been provided by local cycle shops, all of
whom provide excellent discounts to employees of companies in
the Travel for Work network.
·

Two £50 vouchers to spend at Cambridge Station Cycles
(valid at both their stores, at Cambridge Station and the Grand
Arcade), www.stationcycles.co.uk

·

£50 gift voucher for use at Grafham and Rutland Cycling,
www.rutlandcycling.co.uk, against absolutely everything in
store

·

Sigma Sports 16 function wireless cycle computer (£46.99)
from Blazing Saddles, Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge,
www.blazingsaddlescambridge.com

·

JoeBlows high quality floor pump with gauge (£30) from
Howes Cycles, Regent Street, Cambridge, 01223 350350

·

Cateye compact and bright front EL-135 and rear LD130 best
selling light set (£25) from Ben Hayward Cycles, Trumpington
Street, Cambridge, www.benhaywardcycles.co.uk

·

Bicycle service excluding parts (£25) from Pedallers (City
Cycle
Hire
Ltd)
Newnham
Road,
Cambridge,
www.citycyclehire.com

·

Quality MET cycle helmet (£30) from Townsends Light Blue
Bike Shop, Chesterton Road, Cambridge, www.lightblue.co.uk

·

Bicycle Health Check to check roadworthiness from
Cambridge Station Cycles (available at Grand Arcade branch
only) to all who register with CamShare Bike BUDi before 1
December 2008 www.stationcycles.co.uk
Lindsey Rushmore

Review
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DVD Review Do it by cycle
Do it by Cycle is the title of a 60-minute DVD produced in partnership between
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Road Safety Partnership, Cambridgeshire County Council
Road Safety Team, North Yorkshire County Council, City of York Council and Stockton
Borough Council.
Although aimed at a school-age audience, it should be readily watchable by an older age
group. The ‘Blue Peter’ style presenters introduce each of the dozen sections ranging from
‘Choosing a bike’ through ‘Helmets & Clothing’ and right up to ‘Advanced Cycling’.
The sections are accessed through a DVD menu and go into depth on each topic. For
instance, the section on security explains the different types of lock, what to look for when
buying a lock and how to lock the bike securely to an object.

This is 'the lifesaver look' – which you
should do frequently.

The amount of material covered by this
DVD is impressive, and they've done a
thorough job of taking the viewer
through the seemingly daunting long lists
of checks, and things to learn and know
before you're safe to be on the road
What I appreciated most about on the DVD is the sequences of cyclists on the road in
traffic. They've done a thorough job of covering the common situations that cyclists find
themselves having to contend with day to day. These include:
·

vehicles turning left across you into a side road

·

right-turning vehicles going through a traffic queue

·

car doors swinging open as you pass

·

why not to weave in and out between parked cars

·

avoiding cycling in the gutter and

·

pedestrians stepping into the road.

Lethal – beware of cars cutting across
you like this

Lethal – long vehicles
cut in as they turn.

There are repeated images of good practice, such as road positioning as you approach
roundabouts. The sequences show how to get into those positions by looking in advance
and signalling. All that is sound advice and surely comes from the everyday cyclists and
cycling trainers who were consulted on this project. The presenters add that ‘most bike
safety is a matter of what you pick up along the way in the real world’.
The amount of material covered by this DVD is impressive, and they've done a thorough
job of taking the viewer through the seemingly daunting long lists of checks, and things to
learn and know before you're safe to be on the road. To do this in a video format is no
mean feat and I think they've done a really good job. Yes, it is a little bit prescriptive in
places, but I don't think it is ever ‘heavy’. It is great to see real images of cyclists on the road
riding in traffic, and I'm told these were filmed live with no special measures to alert other
road users as to what was going on.

The “Blue Peter” style presenters are
attractive to audiences of all ages.

Producing an informative video is a real challenge of striking a balance between
communicating safety messages, conveying a realistic image of what it is like to cycle in the
real world and at the same time trying to encourage more people to think that cycling is a
realistic option. I think they got it about right, but I would have liked to see some images
of ordinary cyclists not wearing extraordinary clothing to legitimise their presence in the
world. It would also be good to see a succinct five- or ten-minute version on youTube or
for sending to mobile phones.
Copies of the DVD can be obtained from Cambridgeshire County Council Road Safety team
by calling 01480 375105. The charge is £5.00 + £1.00 post and packing.
Simon Nuttall

The video includes many sequences
shot with a helmet camera.
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Making Life Easier… tyre pressure
This article was first published in Newsletter 37 back in 2001, but the good advice it contains is just as useful today!
Most of the bicycles people bring to
maintenance classes or to Dr Bike sessions
have poorly inflated tyres. Over 100 years
since John Dunlop first fitted pneumatic
tyres to a bike, you might expect that
everyone would have realised that riding on
soft tyres is hard work but—no! Mr Dunlop
would turn in his grave to see the
widespread misuse his wonderful invention
is put to. Here’s a review of the facts, plus
an easy way to gauge correct tyre pressure.
First a bit of theory. Pneumatic tyres are
designed to cushion you from the uneven
road surface. They do this by ‘squashing’ a
bit where the tyre rests on the ground, so
matching their shape to the bumps instead
of the wheel (and rider!) bumping up and
down. The bigger the area of rubber in
contact with the ground, the more grip (or
traction) you have to keep you upright and
moving; but the more a tyre squashes onto
the road the more pedalling power it uses
up. Now, the trick is to get enough air into
the tyre for sufficient cushioning effect and
traction, while reducing rolling resistance to
a minimum.
Highly-inflated tyres roll along very easily
and, for most riders on the road, nice firm
tyres are preferable. Riding on a relatively
smooth surface, your weight squashes a
small (but adequate) area of rubber onto
the ground which provides enough traction.
Pressure should be high but not excessive:
extremely high pressure may cause tyres to
blow off the rim (not recommended), and it
is bad at absorbing road bumps, making the
ride very harsh and tiring. Also, on rough
surfaces, highly-inflated tyres will bounce
on each little bump and, when a tyre is
slightly airborne like this, traction is zero.
Keep the tyres nice and firm (using the
method below). In general, the more load a
tyre carries the higher its optimal pressure
will be. Rear tyres carry more of your
weight, so they should always be inflated
about 10% more than the front tyre.
Under-inflated
tyres
have
many
disadvantages. Low tyre pressure puts too
much rubber in contact with the ground,
increasing rolling resistance. In short, you
work harder and go slower. When
cornering, soft tyres can ‘squirm’ and
deform so that they will not track properly.
So, if you find riding slow, hard work, notice
that your tyres are noisy or that cornering
feels ‘strange’, simply raising tyre pressure is
often the answer. Softer tyres do soak up
minor bumps quite well, but if you hit a
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bigger rock or ride over a pothole,
insufficient air pressure allows the tyre to
‘bottom out’ against the metal rim of the
wheel. This often traps the inner tube
causing ‘pinch-flats’ [A]. Another less
obvious but detrimental effect caused by
soft tyres is excessive flexing of inner tube
and tyre side walls. A tell-tale sign of longterm under-inflation is gritty, black powder
all over a punctured inner tube, where the
tube has literally flexed itself to bits. Usually,
numerous tiny weak spots leave you no
alternative but to buy a new inner tube. You
might find that the tyre side walls are also
nearly worn out.

people prefer to check tyre pressure with a
pressure gauge. Most tyres have
recommended inflation pressure rating
marked on the sidewall in PSI (pounds per
square inch), BAR (atmospheres) or kPa
(kilopascals). Providing you have an
accurate gauge, you can inflate tyres to an
exact pressure. Remember, though, that
rated pressures are only approximate: they
generally feel excessively hard to me. I tend
to stop pumping when I can’t squeeze the
sidewalls in at all, even if it is below rated
pressure. A correctly inflated tyre, then,
provides just enough ‘cushion’ to soak up
the bumps without allowing too much
rubber on the ground, or too much tyre
flexing. Ride well-inflated tyres and you can
forget pinch flats, smile knowingly as you
zoom past less well-inflated cyclists, and
never have to replace a tyre or tube due to
premature disintegration!
David Green

[A] Soft tyres are liable to ‘snakebite’
punctures when pinched by a kerb or
pothole
A quick word on tyre pressures for off-road
riding. Off-road (or ‘mountain bike’) tyres
are wider than road tyres, giving a bigger
contact area, more traction (and increased
rolling resistance). Deep knobbly tread
patterns are designed to dig into soft
surfaces to increase traction further. It is
generally best to keep MTB tyres well
inflated to minimise rolling resistance and to
avoid squirm in the corners; tyre width and
tread pattern still ensure that you have
enough traction. If you take your road-tyres
onto rough ground, slightly lowering your
tyre pressure will give better traction. But
don’t take this too far or you risk getting
pinch flats.

[B] Correctly inflated tyre can’t be
easily squeezed in

Simple Squeeze Test
How do you judge the right pressure?
Simply squeeze the sides of the tyre
together with finger and thumb. A correctly
inflated tyre will feel very firm and you will
not be able to deform it much [B], whereas
an under-inflated tyre will be easy to
deform [C]. This sounds a bit simplistic but
it’s a quick method which works, and you’ll
always have the right tool with you! Some

[C] Under-inflated tyre squeezes
ineasily
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Cycle Parking at Netherhall Upper School
Netherhall Upper and Lower Schools are to
be amalgamated and will share the current
site of the Upper School on Queen Edith's
Way. The buildings of the Lower School are
to be demolished and the site is to be used
for housing. For now the Lower School
continues to operate in its present buildings
but construction work for new buildings
has recently started at the Upper School.
We have become concerned about cycle
parking provision. The building work now
under way has led to the demolition of the
cycle parking area which previously served
the Upper School. 240 of the old cycle
parking stands (all of wheel-bending toastrack type), some of which are broken and
unusable, have been moved for current use
to an open area at the far end of the
playground. Access to this area is through a
new school gate alongside the Building
Contractor's entrance. I have located a total
of 40 more stands in the grounds of the
Upper School. These are in groups of ten in
shelters but again all are wheel-benders and
some are broken. I am not clear who has
access to these 40 stands—they may be for
school staff.
Although Netherhall School is within the
city, it is administered by the County
Council. They grant themselves planning
permission. The Planning Committee of the
City Council is consulted about plans but

decisions are taken by the County Council.
The City's Cycle Parking Standards do not
apply.
In the Transport Assessment carried out by
Atkins for the planning application
they estimate that for the two schools 46%
of students arrive on foot, 43% by bicycle,
7% by car and 4% by bus. Student
numbers are 750 for the Lower School and
700 for the Upper School, a total of 1450
students. On these figures 624 stands
would provide for this number of student
cyclists but with no leeway at all for broken
stands, for day-to-day fluctuations in
numbers or, most important of all, for the
general expansion in the number of student
cyclists that should result from local
authority policies encouraging cycling and

Four of these shelters provide forty
poor-quality cycle parking spaces.

from the new impetus provided by the fact
that Cambridge is now a cycling
demonstration town. It would make sense
to provide 900 stands for the students of
the amalgamated school plus whatever
additional numbers (maybe 100 stands) are
required for visitors and for the teaching
and all other school staff. Moreover all of
the stands should of course be Sheffields or
A-frames to allow the frames of the bicycles
to be secured, should preferably be made of
stainless steel to greatly reduce the cost of
maintenance and to avoid the tatty
appearance that is so characteristic
of school cycle parking and should be
conveniently close to the entrances to the
school buildings to reduce theft and to
encourage students to come by bicycle.
We have been told that more cycle stands
are on order and are expected soon,
perhaps
even
later
this
month
(September). We wait with interest and
some concern to see whether these will
provide adequately for the immediate
needs of the Upper School and for the
longer-term
requirements
of
the
amalgamated school. The future of cycling
in Cambridge depends heavily on
encouraging young people at local schools
to get into the habit of getting around by
bicycle.
James Woodburn

Monthly meetings menu
www.camcycle.org.uk/events
Open meetings, which everyone is welcome
to attend, are held every month. The diary
section of this Newsletter and our website
have the dates of forthcoming meetings,
which are normally on the first Tuesday of
each month at 7.30pm for 8pm at the
Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane. Tea
and coffee are served from around 7.30pm.
The next meetings are on Tuesday 7th
October, the AGM on Tuesday 4th
November, and the last meeting of the
year on Tuesday 2nd December. All are
welcome, especially members new to the
Campaign.

Tuesday 7th October
Congestion charging

–

Paul Cook, the Head of Transport Policy and
Strategy at Cambridgeshire County Council,
will be speaking about congestion charging.

This is a chance to find out the latest
position regarding this controversial
proposal and to discuss it and alternative
approaches to tackling congestion. Paul will
be an interesting and knowledgeable
speaker who is well worth turning up for.
Also at the meeting will be a discussion on
the question of charitable status for the
Campaign, in advance of the decision to be
taken at the AGM – see page 4.

Tuesday 4th November – Annual
General Meeting
We hope that as many members as possible
will come to this year’s AGM. Our speaker
will be Rod King of 20's Plenty For Us,
campaigning for the implementation of 20
mph as the default speed limit on residential
roads in the UK. The meeting will also
consider charitable status for the Campaign
(see page 6). See also the main article on

page 4 about our speaker, Rod King, and
the AGM.

Tuesday 2nd December
Cambridge Growth Agenda

–

We are delighted to announce that our
speaker for this meeting will be Peter
Studdert, Director of Joint Planning
(Cambridge
Growth
Areas
and
Northstowe), who will speak on the topic of
the Growth Agenda and the huge new
developments around Cambridge. These
new developments have very considerable
implications for cycling both in the areas
themselves and in Cambridge more widely.
Peter is a lively speaker who is heavily
involved in planning for the new
developments. Another monthly meeting
not to be missed!
We would welcome suggestions
speakers for future meetings.

for
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Your Streets this Month
(Continued from page 24)

Tennis Court Road
By the time this Newsletter appears, Tennis Court Road should have
been closed for resurfacing. Before anyone gets too excited, we
should make it clear that what will actually have been done is
extensive patching. A contact in the Highways Department at
Cambridgeshire County Council has told us that around 800 square
metres will have been repaired, taking out the main bad areas and
making the journey down Tennis Court Road smooth. He says there
is no way he could afford to resurface the whole area, but next year
he'd be keen to surface dress the whole length of Tennis Court
Road which could make a nice job of the whole area so long as the
surface dressing used is smooth.

Jesus Lock:
City Council
proposed a
very strange
half-bridge for
cyclists as an
alternative to
the current
bridge where
cycling is
banned.

Netherhall School Cycle Parking
Building work to amalgamate Netherhall Lower and Upper Schools
on the Queen Edith’s Way site has recently started, see page 21.
The main existing cycle parking enclosures have been demolished
and the stands (unsatisfactory wheel-benders) have been placed at
the far end of the playground. Some new cycle parking is due to be
installed soon. Whether this will be adequate in quantity and quality
for the amalgamated school with around 1,450 students remains
to be seen.

Advert
CHILD’S BIKE SEAT. Fits, at adjustable angles, on bar between
saddle and handlebars on adult bike. Complete with back rest
and strap, footrests and securing straps. Unused, £29 complete.
07876 061024.

Netherhall Upper School students are having to put up with
limited and inadequate cycle parking during building work.

Jesus Green
The City Council will be applying for lottery funding to improve the
Jesus Green area. Plans include a widened riverside walk, a
performance space and a new river crossing for cyclists. On the
drawings, this new crossing is shown as curving round to join the
existing bridge which, incidentally, is listed. We believe this would
create more conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists and have
suggested an entirely separate bridge which would be below Jesus
Lock and therefore lower so that the ramps to it won't need to be
quite so long or high.
Bev Nicolson
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Campaign Diary
October 2008
Thu 2

10.00 am

Joint Development Control Committee: The Small Hall, The Guildhall. Campaign members may be interested in attending Joint
Development Control Committee meetings, which are determining the Planning Applications relating to the huge major housing
development proposals for the Cambridge Sub-region.

Thu 2

7.00 pm

East Area Committee: Cherry Trees Day Centre, St Matthews Street.
Campaign members may be interested to attend City Council Area Committee meetings, which often cover walking/cycling/transport
issues. Please note the meeting will start at 7 pm, rather than 7.30 pm.

Fri 3

8.30 am

Newsletter review meeting: Tatties, corner Hobson Street/Sussex Street.

Fri 3

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): A lunchtime ride of varying speed and length, usually involving a stop at a pub on the way, leaving
from the Stourbridge Common side of Green Dragon Bridge. Open and to all who like to ride and talk about bicycles. Join the ride at
your own risk.

Sat 4 / Sun 5

Area Joint Committee (AJC) response meeting: We will get together to discuss items on the Cambridge Traffic Management Area
Joint Committee (AJC) and draft a response to Councillors on the AJC over this weekend. For further details, please contact us.

Tue 7

8.00 pm

Monthly General Meeting: Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30 pm, and a chance to chat, and for us
to introduce ourselves to new members). The speaker will be Paul Cook, the Head of Transport Policy and Strategy at Cambridgeshire
County Council, on congestion charging.

Thu 9

6.30 pm

North Area Committee, Manor Community College, Arbury Road. See 2 October for details on area meetings. Planning applications
will be dealt with at 6.30 pm until 7.30 pm. The main agenda will start at 7.30 pm.

Fri 10

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Mon 13

2.00 pm

Cambridge Traffic Management Area Joint Committee (AJC) meeting, Shire Hall, Castle Hill. Campaign members may be interested
in attending AJC meetings, which cover walking, cycling and transport issues in some depth.

Fri 17

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Thu 23

7.30 pm

South Area Committee, Cambridge Professional Development Centre, Foster Road, CB2 2NL. See 2 October for details on area
meetings.

Fri 24

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Sun 26

1.00 am

British Summer Time ends: Clocks should be put back at 1 am – don’t forget your bike lights!

Fri 31

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

November 2008
Tue 4

8.00 pm

Annual General Meeting: Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30 pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to
introduce ourselves to new members). Our speaker will be Rod King of
, campaigning for the implementation of 20
mph as the default speed limit on residential roads in the UK. The meeting will also consider Charitable Status for the Campaign.

Fri 7

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Sat 8

Newsletter 81 deadline: Please send copy to Monica Frisch: mfrisch@phonecoop.coop . Members are warmly invited to write articles
(style guidelines available) and are invited to contact the Editor in the first instance.

Fri 14

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Thu 20

7.00 pm

East Area Committee: Cherry Trees Day Centre, St Matthews Street. See 2 October for details on area meetings. Please note the
meeting will start at 7 pm, rather than 7.30 pm.

Fri 21

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

Wed 26

10.00 am

Joint Development Control Committee. The Small Hall, The Guildhall. Campaign members may be interested to attend Joint
Development Control Committee, which are determining the Planning Applications relating to the huge major housing development
proposals for the Cambridge Sub-region.

Thu 27

7.30 pm

Newsletter stuffing: at Baby Milk Action offices, 34 Trumpington Street. Help very much welcomed.

Fri 28

12.30 pm

Friday ride (weather permitting): See 3 October for description.

December 2008
Tue 2

8.00 pm

Monthly General Meeting: Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30 pm, and a chance to chat, and for us
to introduce ourselves to new members). Our speaker will be Peter Studdert, Director of Joint Planning (Cambridge Growth Areas and
Northstowe), who will speak on the topic of the Growth Agenda and the huge new developments around Cambridge.

Fri 5

8.30 am

Newsletter review meeting: Tatties, Sussex Street.
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YOUR STREETS THIS MONTH
Emmanuel Street
Cambridge’s newest contraflow cycle lane was installed in
Emmanuel Street this month along with the replacement of the
cycle parking in St Andrew’s Street that was lost while the Christ's
Lane development was being built. More racks are to come,

A new contraflow lane is
installed for the full length of
Emmanuel Street, which is
otherwise now one-way.

apparently. It is unclear exactly where the pedestrian crossing at the
junction of Emmanuel Street and St Andrew’s Street is to be but it
appears to have been moved further towards the junction where a
traffic island has been built, which may create conflict with cyclists.

But why does the junction not take account of cyclists turning
right, who will now inevitably go through the No Entry part?

Cutter Ferry Path

Hills Road Bridge over the Railway

At long last, after rather a lot of lobbying from everyone who uses
Cutter Ferry Path, double yellow lines have been put down to stop
cars from blocking the path by parking along the slip road to Eights
Marina, which cuts through this busy cycle and pedestrian path.
They suddenly appeared at the end of July, and we don't know who
to thank, but it makes a big difference. It's only taken ten years...

Discussions have been taking place over the best way to ensure the
safety of cyclists on this bridge whilst the guided bus works
continue. The police are now considering using CCTV cameras to
catch motorists who make illegal turns or overtake on the narrow
lanes in spite of the warning signs. Improved warning signs are also
under consideration.

Attempts to prevent parking blocking
the Cutter Ferry cycle path
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After a meeting between the Cycling Campaign, County
Council and Police, further measures are to be taken to try
to limit the intimidation of cyclists by overtaking in the
narrow lanes on Hills Road bridge.
(Continued on page 22)

